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International
Significant central bank initiatives in Europe and the US ignited world markets in
September. Although widely anticipated, both Draghi and Benanke proved far more
aggressive than markets expected. The stimuli were open-ended both as regards the
magnitude of the funding commitment and the duration thereof. In the US, the program
of buying mortgage-backed securities was extended and, in an unprecedented move, it
was tied directly to economic conditions through the undertaking to increase or
decrease the level of support depending on the prevailing strength of the economy.
Indeed, the new policy “will remain appropriate for a considerable time after the
economic recovery strengthens”. It was freely conceded that this, and the commitment
to keep rates very low until at least mid 2015, was intended to support stocks and
bonds. Investors in search of yield will be driven to buy equities and corporate bonds
and rising market values would enhance consumer balance sheets and thus their
propensity to spend.

So the fundamental economic premise that the economy drives asset prices has been
turned on its head by Bernanke under whose stewardship it is asset prices that are
primed to drive the economy.

However, despite criticism that previous QE programs have done little to stimulate
growth or reduce unemployment, it cannot be denied that they have clearly helped
stabilise the housing market and promoted the recovery of the auto sector through the
provision of ultra-low cost finance on very extended terms. Although criticised by many,
one wonders where the economy would have been without the benefit of the zero
interest rate policy. Nevertheless, it does seem ironic that the Fed is pumping money
into the very sector whose bursting bubble brought the U.S. and the world economy
down in 2007/8.

The recovering housing market is improving consumer confidence and spending but the
industrial sector remains cautious ahead of the looming fiscal cliff, debt ceiling and
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industrial sector remains cautious ahead of the looming fiscal cliff, debt ceiling and
sovereign debt headwinds which require fiscal policy decisions seemingly beyond the
capability of a dysfunctional US Congress.

In Europe, Draghi lived up to his July 27th commitment at a speech in London to ‘do
whatever it takes’ to save the Euro. The ECB has now agreed to buy unlimited
quantities of sovereign debt to prevent a collapse of the Euro (ruled legal by the
German constitutional court, albeit with the condition that Germany maintains a veto on
all decisions taken by the fund). Although the commitment will only be triggered when a
country formally applies for a bailout, credit markets responded positively. The Spanish
10 year rate fell from 7.6% just before Draghi’s London speech to 5.7% at the end of
September [CHART 1]. Bringing down funding costs breaks the destructive connection
between poor budget outcomes and rising borrowing rates which has bedeviled
austerity programs to date. The Euro has also strengthened as a result of these
measures [CHART 2].

They do not, however, solve the region’s fundamental problems of excessive sovereign
debt, declining growth, unsustainable fiscal deficits and a seriously stressed banking
system.

Elsewhere in the world, the problem of declining growth is also the subject of fiscal and
monetary attention. In Japan downward revisions to GDP and slumping exports forced
a ¥10trillion ($128bn) increase the size of the Asset Purchase Program. And, in China,
where the HSBC China PMI for September recorded its 11th month under 50, the
authorities gave approval for 60 mega infrastructure projects. The latest import/export
growth figures of just 2.6% and 2.7% reveal the extent of the slowdown in both the
Chinese and global economies. Even if China’s 2012 growth forecast of 7.5% is
achieved it will be the slowest rate of growth in over 20 years [CHART 3].

It is thus abundantly clear that global economic conditions remain seriously distressed
with economic growth and earnings projections still being cut month after month.
Forecasts for global earnings in 2013 have fallen by 17% over the past year [CHART 4].
The rising markets and declining earnings projections have further increased the gap
between equity valuations and economic reality.
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